Congratulations to all who published their work this past year! We encourage all faculty to inform the Libraries when your work is published so that we can include it in the Haverford Scholarship Institutional Repository. Notifications of recent publications may be sent to Norm Medeiros (nmedeiro@haverford.edu), and please forgive any omissions in this document.
Faculty Publications Spring 2018 – Fall 2019

Karin Akerfeldt, Chemistry


Eli Anders, Writing

Markus Baenziger, Fine Arts


Anne Balay, Gender and Sexuality Studies

Jamie Becker, Biology


Laura Been, Psychology


**Anna Benjamin, Fine Arts**


Benjamin, A. “Boi v'Shalom - Come in Peace*,” exhibit. West Bay View Foundation Fellowship Exhibition) Jordan D. Schnitzer Gallery at Dieu Donné, Brooklyn, NY.

**Carola Binder, Economics**


Natasha Bissonauth, Writing

Elizabeth Blake, Writing

Marilyn Gail Boltz, Psychology

Craig Borowiak, Political Science


Stephen Boughn, Physics

Robert Broadrup, Chemistry


**Theodore Brzinski, Physics and Astronomy**


**Israel Burshatin, Spanish and Comparative Literature**


**Curtis Cacioppo, Music**


Cacioppo, C. “Notturno elidiano.” South American premiere performed by Alessandro Vena, São Paulo, Brazil, October 11, 2019.


Cacioppo, C. “Nebbia lagunare.” World premiere performed by Quarte4tto di Venezia, Fondazione Benetton Studi Ricerche, Treviso, Italy, December 7, 2019.


Jane Chandlee, Linguistics


Louise Charkoudian, Chemistry


**Rebecca Compton**, *Psychology*

**Christophe Corbin**, *French and Francophone Studies*

**Thomas Donahue-Ochoa**, *Political Science*

**John Dougherty**, *Computer Science*


**Paulina Ochoa Espejo**, *Political Science*
Rebecca Everett, Mathematics and Statistics

Robert Fairman, Biology


Molly Farneth, Religion


Sorelle Friedler, Computer Science


**Andrew Friedman, History**

**Ashok Gangadean, Philosophy**


**Eric Gaus, Economics**

**Mark Gould, Sociology**

**Lisa Jane Graham, History**

**Myron Gray, Music**


**Daniel Grin, Physics**


**Eric Hartman, Center for Peace and Global Citizenship**


**Darin Hayton, History**


**David Higgins, Biology**


**Emily Hong, Anthropology and Visual Studies**


**Ariana Huberman, Spanish**


**Seol Hee Im, Biology**


**Anita Isaacs, Social Science**


Heidi Jacob, Music
Jacob, H. “Scherzo for Flute and Marimba.” Performed by Amélie Debecq and Damien Delvaux, Festival Osmose, Espace Toots, Evere, Belgium, November 30, 2018.


Jacob, H. “Fantasy for Piano.” Performed by Charles Abramovic, Philadelphia Young Pianists’ Academy/Academy of Vocal Arts, Philadelphia PA; Music of the Americas, Temple University, Philadelphia PA, August 11 and September 23, 2018.


Jacob, H.; Abramovic, C. (2019). My Sister Hali original soundtrack. Screened at Amsterdam International Film Festival, Veritas Film Festival in Pittsburgh, PA.

Roshan Jain, Biology

Karl Johnson, Biology


Suzanne Amador Kane, Physics and Astronomy


**Hee Sook Kim, Fine Arts**


**Alexander Kitroeff, History**


Ken Koltun-Fromm, Religion


Naomi Koltun-Fromm, Religion


Vladimir Kontorovich, Economics

Aryeh Kosman, Philosophy

James Krippner, History


Brett Krutzsch, Religion

Benjamin Le, Psychology
Nimisha Ladva, Writing


Emma Jones Lapsansky-Werner, History

Ying Li, Fine Arts


Jennifer Lilgendahl, Psychology

Brooke Danielle Lillehaugen, Linguistics


Kristin Lindgren, Independent College Programs

Andrea Lommen, Physics and Astronomy


**Casey Londergan, Chemistry**


**Danielle Macbeth, Philosophy**


Karen Masters, Physics and Astronomy


Anne McGuire, Religion

Matthew McKeever, Sociology
Barak Mendelsohn, Political Science


Phillip Meneely, Biology


Weiwen Miao, Mathematics and Statistics

Elizabeth Milićević, Mathematics and Statistics

Eric Miller, Biology

Joshua Moses, Anthropology and Environmental Studies

Bret Mulligan, Classics


Zolani Ngwane, Anthropology


Alexander Norquist, Chemistry


**Zachary Oberfield, Political Science**


**Girir Parameswaran, Economics**


**Bruce Partridge, Astronomy**


Anne Preston, Economics


Lindsay Reckson, *English*

Deborah Roberts, *Classics and Comparative Literature*


Shelly Ronen, *Sociology*


Joshua Sabloff, *Mathematics and Statistics*

Zainab Saleh, *Anthropology*

**Carol Schilling, Independent College Programs and Health Studies**


**Erin Schoneveld, EALC**


**Josh Schrier, Chemistry**


Kevin Setter, Physics and Astronomy

Hannah Silverblank, Classics

Paul Smith, EALC


Gustavus Stadler, English


Jill Stauffer, Peace, Justice, and Human Rights

Paul Thorman, Physics

Shu-wen Wang, Psychology

David Watt, Quaker Studies


Kristen Whalen, Biology


Helen White, Chemistry


**William Earle Williams, Fine Arts**


**Susanna Wing, Political Science**


**Rosetta Young, Writing Program**


**Nathan Zullinger, Music**


**Christina Zwarg, English**
